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FILTER REGENERATION

Instructions for regeneration
Remove larger dirt by gently
tapping your filter on a flat
surface (Picture 1). DO NOT
use compressed air which
may damage t he f il t ering
element.
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Wash your filter in cold water.
Rinse well ensuring that dirt
does not enter the filter pleats. (Picture 3) DO NOT use
high-pressure water.
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Remove the original top from
the oil bottle. Make a small
hole in the dispenser spout
and screw it on the bottle
(Picture 5A) For correct oiling we recommend passing
over every filter pleat twice
with the oil, repeating the
operation on the rever se
side. (Picture 5B)
Place the filter on a flat surface
and allow the oil to absorb for
about 30 minutes. Clean any
excess oil from the rubber and
check that the filtering element
has an even red colour. (Picture
7). If not, it is necessary to repeat the oiling process following
the above instructions after which
your filter will be ready for reuse.

ARTICOLO
Oil - Bottle 250 ml
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Apply the detergent evenly
over the filter folds and allow
to absorb for 10 minutes
(P i c t u r e 2) D O N O T u s e
caustic product s such as
petrol or oil. USE ONLY BMC
DETERGENT.
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Place filter on a clean cloth
away from heat sources and
allow to dry naturally. (Picture
4) DO NOT use a hair-dryer
or compressed air.
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If using the aerosol spray
version (Picture 6), hold the
spray 15cm from the filter
and spray the entire filter
surface. Repeat the operation on the reverse side.

7
THE BMC WASHING KIT
IS AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS

CODE
WAOIL 250

Oil - Spray 200 ml

WAOIL 200

Detergent 500 ml

WADET 500

Complete washing kit (Detergent + Bottle)

WA250-500

Complete washing kit (Detergent + Spray)

WA200-500

WA200-500
includes detergent
and a liquid oil aerosol
spray dispenser.

The BMC filter is washable and we recommend
you clean it every 25.000 Km to maintain its
performance.
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WA250-500
includes detergent
and a liquid oil dispenser.

